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Let R be a commutative ring with identity, and let S be an R-algebra. Let 
.A denote the maximal ideal spectrum of R with the Zariski topology. In this 
paper we prove the theorem: If S is H-Galois for a finite, commutative or 
cocommutative, Hopf algebra H over R, and if .M has a basis of open/closed 
sets, then S * H as left H*-modules. The theorem may be applied to a 
commutative ring S which is a Galois extension of R with Galois group G to 
obtain a normal basis for S over R not only when R is semilocal, which is 
already known, but also whenever R is von Neumann regular. We illustrate 
the generality of the theorem with an example concerning higher derivations 
on a commutative ring. 
Throughout this paper, ring will mean ring with identity element and 
ring homomorphism will mean ring homomorphism which maps identity 
element onto identity element. Also, if X is an object of some category, 
lx will denote the identity morphism for X. Let R be a given commutative 
ring with identity element 1, and let subscripts be omitted from the symbols 
@I and Horn when they denote, respectively, tensor product and group 
of module homomorphisms for pairs of R-modules. An R-algebra is a ring 
A together with a ring homomorphism, called the unit map, of R into the 
center of A; and by means of this unit map and the multiplication of the 
ring A, the structure of an R-module is obtained. Now let H be a given 
Hopf algebra over R; and let i: R -+ H be the unit map, a: H @ H -+ H 
be the multiplication map, E: H ---f R be the counit map, and #: H -+ H @ H 
be the comultiplication or diagonal map. Assume that H is finitely generated 
and projective as an R-module, and there exists an R-module homomorphism 
X:H-+Hsuchthat~.(X@l,).#=i*E=~.(lH@X)*$ThemapX 
is called an antipode. Letting H * = Hom(H, R), H* is a Hopf algebra 
with unit map E*: R + H*, multiplication map #*: H* @ H* -+ H*, 
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counit map i*: H* --f R, and comultiplication map z-*: H* -+ H* @ H*; 
E = E*(I) which is the identity element of H*; and h*: H* --f H* is an 
antipode for H*. Since H is a finitely generated, projective R-module, 
so is H* and H is naturally isomorphic to H**. The Hopf algebra H* is 
called the dual of H. 
In a direct extension of [5, Definition 7.31 to not necessarily commutative 
algebras, an R-algebra S will be called H-Galois if (1) S is a faithfully flat 
R-module, (2) there exists an R-algebra homomorphism 01: S -+ S @ H 
such that (CX @ lH) . a: = (Is @ 4) * 01 and (Is @ c). 01 = l,, (3) the 
unique extension of 01 to a left S-module homomorphism y: S @ S --f S @ H 
is an isomorphism. Just as in [5, Theorem 9.31, it is easily shown that 
if S is H-Galois, then S is a finitely generated projective R-module, 
Hom(S, S) is a smash or crossed product of S and H*, and R is an R-module 
direct summand of S. For example, the group algebra of a finite group G 
over the ring R is a Hopf algebra with antipode determined by mapping g 
to u-r for o in G; and, taking H to be the dual of this Hopf algebra, a com- 
mutative R-algebra is H-Galois if and only if it is a Galois extension of R 
with Galois group G [4, Theorem 1.3, Definition 1.4; 5, Theorem 9.31. 
For the remainder of the paper, let S be an R-algebra which is H-Galois. 
Since Hom(S, S) is a smash product of S and H*, H* may be identified 
with a subring of Hom(S, S) and thereby S becomes a left H*-module. 
The module composition is given by the rule o(x) = (1, @ cr) a(x) for 
UEH* and XES. 
PROPOSITION 1. If H is either a commutative or cocommutative Hopf 
algebra, then S is a finitely generated, projective left H*-module. 
Proof. Since S is a finitely generated, projective R-module, S is a finitely 
generated, projective, left Hom(S, S)-module [l, Theorem A.31. To prove 
that S is a finitely generated, projective, left H*-module, it is sufficient 
to prove that Hom(S, S) is a finitely generated, projective, left module 
over its subring H*. Under the canonical isomorphism of the smash product 
S # H* onto Hom(S, S), the element x @ 0 of S @ H* corresponds to 
the endomorphism of S resulting from the action of u on S followed by 
left multiplication by x for CJ E H* and x E S. But now associate with the 
element x @ o of S @ H* the endomorphism of S resulting from left 
multiplication by x followed by the action of u on S. To this latter association 
corresponds the mapping 0 = (1, @ Y @ lHt) 0 (LX @ VT*) of S @ H* into 
S#H*, where Y is the evaluation map of H @ H* onto R. Since S is a 
finitely generated, projective R-module, S @ H* is a finitely generated, 
projective H*-module and the proof will be completed by showing that 0 is an 
isomorphism. But 17 = (Is @ Y @ lH+) o (1, @ lH @ X* @ lH*) o (CY @ r*) 
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is the inverse of 0. Indeed, by commuting functions which operate on 
different factors of a tensor product, it can be shown that 
7) 0 e = (1s @ v 0 lH*) 0 (1, 0 1, 0 v @ lH1@ IH’) 
Using the identities (a @ lH) 0 01 = (1, @ #) 0 01 and (lH* @ n*) o V* = 
(7r* 0 lH*) 0 7T* (associativity of .rr), and using the adjoint of $, 
?) 0 e = (Is 0 v @ lHL) 0 (1s @ 1, @ +* 0 7 0 lH*) 
where 7 is the natural isomorphism of H* @ H* onto itself which inter- 
changes the order of the factors in the tensor product. But #* o T o (lHI @ h*) o 
W* = $* o (h* @ lH*) o 7 o rr*, and either #* o 7 = $* or 7 o n* = rr* since 
H is either cocommutative or commutative. Moreover #* o (lH, @ X*) o 
n* = E* 0 i* = Z/J* 0 (X* @ lH*) 0 n*, and therefore 7 0 0 = (1, @ E @ i* @ 
lH*) 0 (CL or*). Since (ls 0~) 0 01 = I, and (i* @ lH*) 0 V* = l,* , 7 o 8 
is the identity map on S 0 H*. The proof that 0 0 7 is the identity map 
on S # H* is entirely similar. 
Analogously to [5, Proposition 9.11, it is easily seen that an R-algebra 
which is H-Galois is obtained by taking S = H and 01 = 4, and so the 
preceding proposition has the following corollary. 
COROLLARY. Let H be a commutative or cocommutative Hopf algebra. 
With respect to the composition (T . h = (1, @ u) 4(h) for u E H* and h E H, 
H is a Jinitely generated, projective, left H*-module. 
LEMMA 1. If S and H are free R-modules, then S and H have the same 
rank n and the direct sum of n copies of S is isomorphic as a left H*-module 
to the direct sum of n copies of H. 
Proof. Assume S and H are free R-modules. Then they have finite 
rank; and, because there is a left S-module isomorphism y: S @ S ---t S @ H, 
they must have the same rank n. Since y is an extension of 01, (y @ lH) 
(1, @ CY) = (1, @ #) y; and from the equality one can deduce that 
y: S @ S -+ S @ H is an isomorphism of left H*-modules, where in each 
case the H*-module structure arises from the second factor of the tensor 
product. But as an R-module, S is isomorphic to the direct sum of n copies 
of R and the proposition follows directly from this fact. 
PROPOSITION 2. If R is a Jield, S and H are isomorphic left H*-modules. 
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Proof. Assuming R is a field, any left H*-module is a vector space 
over R. Moreover S and H are finite dimensional vector spaces over R, 
and as left H*-modules they satisfy the ascending and descending chain 
conditions. As a consequence of the uniqueness of a decomposition of a 
module into a direct sum of indecomposable submodules (Krull-Schmidt 
theorem) and the preceding lemma, S and H must be isomorphic left 
H*-modules. 
If T is a commutative R-algebra, then T @ H is a Hopf algebra over T, 
there is a natural isomorphism by which T @ H* may be identified with 
the dual of T @ H, T @ S is an algebra over T, and the verification that 
T @ S is T @ H-Galois is straightforward. 
LEMMA 2. Assume that His a commutative or cocommutative Hopf algebra. 
Let J be an ideal in R, let R = RI J, and assume that O: R @ H -+ R @ S 
is a homomorphism of left R @ H*-modules. There exists a left H*-module 
homomorphism w: H --, S such that CT, = 1~ @ w. Moreover, if d is an 
isomorphism and J is contained in the Jacobson radical of R, then w is an 
isomorphism. 
Proof. By the canonical homomorphism of H* onto R @ H*, R @ Hand 
R @ S become left H*-modules and CT, is a left H*-module homomorphism. 
Let vi be the canonical homomorphism of H onto R @ H and let qua be 
the canonical homomorphism of S onto R @ S. Since H is a projective 
left H*-module, there exists a left H*-module homomorphism w: H --+ S 
such that v2 0 w = B 0 v1 . In particular w is an R-module homomorphism 
and & = 1~ @ w. Now suppose CT, is an isomorphism and J is contained 
in the Jacobson radical of R. Since S is a finitely generated R-module, 
so is Coker w and R @ Coker w = 0. Therefore Coker w = 0 [2, Sect. 6, 
No. 3, Corollary 3 to Proposition 61. Since S is a projective R-module, 
w must split and Ker w is a direct summand of the finitely generated R-module 
H. Thus Ker w is a finitely generated R-module such that R @ Ker w = 0, 
and Ker w = 0 also. 
For R a commutative ring with identity, we shall denote by &Y the set 
of maximal ideals of R with the Zariski topology [3, II Sect. 4.31. With 
this topology, d is a compact space [6, IX Sect. 3, Proposition I]. 
THEOREM. Let H be a commutative or cocommutative Hopf algebra, and 
let R be a commutative ring with the property that &I has a basis consisting 
of open/closed sets; then, S and H are left H*-isomorphic. 
Proof. If J denotes the Jacobson radical of R, and if R = RI J, then 
the spaces &Y and 2 are homeomorphic; therefore, 3 also has a basis 
of open/closed sets [6, IX Sect. 2, Corollary to Proposition I]. By Lemma 2, 
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if there exists an H*-isomorphism W: R @ H + R @ S, then S and H 
will be left H*-isomorphic; so, it suffices to consider the case when R is 
semisimple (i.e., J = (0)). Let M E A! be given. R/M is a field so by Proposi- 
tion 2 (R/M) @ H and (R/M) @ S are isomorphic as left (R/M) @ H*- 
modules. From Proposition 1 we have that H is a finitely generated and 




(R/M) @ H M (R/M) @ S 
The mapf is a left H*-module homomorphism. If R, denotes the localization 
of R with respect to M, then f induces a mapping f,,,: R, @ H -+ R2, @ S 
so that the following diagram commutes. 
(R,Mi @ H w (R,M{ @ S 
Since R, has a unique maximal ideal, say JM, we can consider RIM as 
R,,,,/ JIM . By Lemma 2, f,,, is an isomorphism of R, @ H*-modules. Each of 
R, @ H and RR, @ S is finitely presented over R since they are finitely 
generated and projective as R-modules. So, by [3, II Sect. 5.1, Proposition 
2(ii)] there exists an element x E R\M such that f,: R, @ H -+ R, @ S 
is an isomorphism. Let V = {P E A / x $ P}. M E I’ and V is open in A; 
so, there is a basic open/closed set 0 with ME 0 C V. If P E 0, fp: Rp @ H-t 
Rp @ S is an isomorphism since fp = (f=),, on R, @ H. Repeating the 
procedure above for every ME A, we obtain a cover of A by open/closed 
sets. Since A’ is compact, there is a finite subcover, say (0, , 0, ,..., O,}, 
which without loss of generality we may assume is also a partition of .A?. 
Moreover, we also obtain a family of mappings {fi 1 1 < i < n> from H 
to S with the property that for ME Oi, f,, = (fi),,,, is an isomorphism 
for 1 < i < n. By [6, IX Sect. 3, Proposition 31 there is a lattice isomorphism 
between the family of idempotents of R and the family of open/closed subsets 
of A given by e - V,={P~AIe#P},whereef*V,nV~ande~f- 
V,U V, for eof = e+f -ef. S o, we have a family of idempotents 
{eill <i<n}CR such that Ve,++ei+-+Oi. Since OinOi= @ for 
i # j we have e,e, = 0; i.e., the ‘family {ei 1 1 < i < n} is orthogonal. 
In this case ei 0 ej = e, + ej so that e, + ei - Ve.+e, = V,, u Ve, = 
Oi u Oi. Because .A = uy=, 0, we have zy=, ei - .A’* which means that 
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& ei is an idempotent of R not contained in any maximal ideal. So, 
CL, ei = 1 and R = @ET=, e,R. Note that for each ME Oi , the map 
eifi is such that (eifi)M = (fJM = fM since ei/l = 1 in R, ; also, (ejfj)M = 0 
onR~OHforMEOisinceejEM.Definef=e,f,+e,f,+...+e,f,, 
and observe that for every ME& there is a unique index i such that f 
induces (eifi),,, = (fi)M on R, @ H. So, f induces an isomorphism for 
each ME A and by [3, II Sect. 3.3, Theorem l] f is an isomorphism. So, 
S and H are isomorphic left H*-modules. 
COROLLARY. If S is Galois over R with Galois group G, and if ~4’ has a 
basis of open/closed sets, then S and R(G) are isomorphic left R(G)-modules; 
i.e., S has a normal basis over R. 
Proof. Take H = [R(G)]*. In this case, H is a commutative Hopf 
algebra, and by the theorem S m [R(G)]* as left R(G)-modules. But it is 
well known that R(G) and [R(G)]* are isomorphic left R(G)-modules. 
Indeed an isomorphism f is given by the rule f(u) = v,-~ , where v~-~(T) = 
S,-,,, for CJ, 7 E G. So, S and R(G) are left R(G)-isomorphic. 
Observe that if R is semilocal then A? has a basis of open/closed sets 
since the topology on A? is the discrete topology. So, a Galois extension S 
of a semilocal ring R has a normal basis. This result was previously obtained 
for a commutative ring in [4, Theorem 4.2(c)] by slightly different methods. 
In the event R is a von Neumann regular ring, A will have a basis of open/ 
closed sets since for x E R, xR = eR; so V, = V, for an idempotent e E R. 
So, the corollary gives the result that a Galois extension S of a von Neumann 
regular ring R has a normal basis. 
To indicate the scope of the theorem, consider the following example. 
EXAMPLE. Let S be a field of characteristic p # 0, let m be a positive 
integer, and let D = {D, = identity map, D, ,..., D,,-l) be a higher 
derivation of rank pm - 1 on S which is iterative in the sense that Di . Dj = 
(i:j)Di+j if i + j < pm - 1 and DC . Di = 0 otherwise. Let R be the subfield 
of D-constants of S, and assume D, # 0. The normal basis theorem will 
be used to show that there exists an element y of S such that S = R[y], 
Di( yi) = (i) yi-i if 0 < j < i < pm - 1, and Dj( yi) = 0 otherwise. If 
x is an element of S for which DI(x) # 0; then xPrnml $ R since D9m-1(~Pm-1) = 
(Dl(x))““-’ # 0, but xpm E R. Therefore [S : R] 3 p”. Letting H* denote 
the R-submodule and S * H* denote the left S-submodule of Hom,(S, S) 
generated by the set of mappings D, [S . H* : S] < pm and S . H* is a 
subring of Hom,(S, S). From the Jacobson-Bourbaki theorem, it follows 
that [S : R] = pm = [SO H* : S], D must be a free basis for the R-module 
H*, and Hom,(S, S) w S OR H*. Moreover H* is a commutative and 
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cocommutative Hopf algebra over R with the structure maps E*: R -+ H*, 
4”: H* OR H* + H*, i*: H* + R, and r*: H* + H* OR H* given by 
the rules: e*(l) = D, , #*(Di @ Dj) = Di . Dj , i*(D,) = 1 and i*(Di) = 0 
if i > 0, and x*(D,) = zi=, Di @ Dim? for 0 ,( i, j < pm - 1; and an 
antipode A*: H* - H* is given by the rule A*(DJ = (-l)iDi for 0 < i < 
pm - 1. Now let H be the dual of H*, let (T, , 7’i ,..., TD,_i} be the basis 
for H which is dual to D, and observe that the comultiplication map $ for H 
is given by the rule #(Ti) = & (j)Tj @ Tipi , 0 < i ,< $7” - 1. Since 
Hom,(S, S) is canonically isomorphic to the dual of the left S-module 
S OR S and S @JR H is canonically isomorphic to the dual of the S-module 
S OR H*, there is a canonical left S-module isomorphism y: S OR S -+ 
S OR H and one can readily deduce that S is an H-Galois extension of R. 
Then since S and H are isomorphic left H*-modules by the theorem, there 
exists a basis {x,, , x1 ,..., +,-i} for S over R such that Dj(xi) = ($xiwj 
if O,<j<i<p”-1 and D,(q) = 0 otherwise. In particular x0 E R, 
and it is easily verified that y = ~0’ . x1 is the desired element of S. 
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